February 19, 2020 - 24 Shevat 5780

Witness: Lessons from Elie Wiesel's Classroom
Book Talk with Rabbi Ariel Burger, PhD
Thursday, March 5th at 6:30 PM
JCA - 1342 Congress Street, Portland
Admission: $10 – JCA Members, $12 – General Public
Click here for advanced registration
Ariel Burger is an author, artist, and teacher whose work integrates spirituality, the arts,
and strategies for social change. Ariel received his PhD in Jewish Studies and Conflict
Resolution under Elie Wiesel.

A devoted protégé and friend of one of the world’s great
thinkers takes us into the sacred space of the classroom,
showing Holocaust survivor and Nobel Peace Prize recipient
Elie Wiesel not only as an extraordinary human being, but as a
master teacher.
Witness opens an intimate window into Elie Wiesel’s
classroom, in which conversations about ethics, activism,
spirituality, and literature transformed the lives of students from
around the world.

Burger, one of Wiesel’s closest students, recounts his story of
meeting the Nobel laureate at age 15, becoming his student,
and then teaching assistant, and eventually a teacher in his
own right. Weaving together memoir and stories from the
classroom, Burger reflects on how Wiesel’s message might be
applied today.
Longfellow Books will be on site conducting book sales and
signings after the event.
***
WINNER OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD—
BIOGRAPHY
A December 2018 Indie Next List Pick
A Publishers Lunch Buzz Book
“Witness [is] a beautiful, deeply moving memoir by Ariel Burger…[which] asks many
questions, such as: What does it mean to be a teacher? What does it mean to be a
student? How can you lead a moral life? Witness makes a case for the power of teaching,
and for words as perhaps the ultimate teachers of how to live.” — Chicago Tribune
“Any reader of Witness can now become another student of Wiesel’s, and another
witness, as it is clear that Ariel Burger has become a teacher with its publication.”
— Tablet Magazine
"A beautiful memoir about a master teacher. In Witness, Ariel Burger turns us all into Elie
Wiesel's students." — Dr. Ruth Westheimer
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